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Users can access the "Thematic Essays"
by category, geographic region, time period, artistic movement, archaeological sites,
empires, civilizations, themes, and concepts.
This is invaluable for any art history teachers or students who want to break free from
a chronologically based approach to the
subject.
"World Maps" are selected by one of ten
regions and are accompanied by regional
maps. For example. West Asia is divided into
"Anatolia and the Caucasus," "The Eastern
Mediterranean," "Iraq (Mesopotamia)," "Iran,"
and the "Arabian Peninsula." Each is then
defined and described by its present- day
political boundaries.
"Indexes" offer access by chronology,
geography, theme, and subject. The extensive "Bibliography" of more than 3,000
Metropolitan Museum of Art publications is
supplemented by other publications whose
primary focus is on Metropolitan Museum
works of art.
For a site with so much information, it is
surprisingly easy to navigate, thanks to good
tabs and descriptive links. The timelines are
the centerpiece of the site, but each section
provides so much detail that it is impossible
to imagine the site without all of its beautifully
illustrated components. The enthusiastic art
history student will want to bookmark almost
every page.
This is an invaluable reference and research tool for students, teachers, artists, and
scholars. It is also a rich site for anyone even
casually interested in history, art history, and
related subjects.—Shannon Van Kirk, Blue
Mountain Community College, shannon.
vankirk@bluecc.edu
Understanding Evolution. Access: http://

evolution .berkeley. edu/.
Without a basic grasp of evolutionary
processes, the university life sciences student cannot successfully advance into upper
division courses in biology, ecology, and
biochemistry. Understanding Evolution, an
outstanding collaborative project of the University of California Museum of Paleontology
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and the National Center for Science Education, will prove invaluable to such students
and, in general, may advance objective science instruction. The site provides a conceptual framework for understanding evolution
and how it functions in nature, how research
is conducted in thisfield,and how ideas have
changed over time.
Understanding Evolution is divided into
five key topical areas: "Evolution 101,"
"Teaching materials," "Resource library," "Evo
in the news," and "Highlights." The instructional component, "Evolution 101," would
well complement a traditional introductory
course in the life sciences and consists of
seven sections: a general introduction, history
of life, mechanisms, microevolution, speciation, macroevolution, and big issues.
These sections contain extensive visual
materials that enhance the user's understanding of evolutionary biology and present
complex concepts and ideas in simple terms.
In "History of Life: Looking at the Patterns,"
for example, a colorful graphic wheel illustrates the branching pattern of evolutionary
relationships and changes among species
over time. The following pages then combine
graphics with text to help the user understand
phylogenies, to explain genetic variation and
mechanisms at work in speciation, and to illustrate important events in the history of life.
"Teaching materials" includes excellent
topical ideas for K-12 teachers, college life
sciences students, and university instructors,
including information on correcting misconceptions about evolution and tips on dealing
with objections to teaching this most Rmdamental aspect of the life sciences.
The monthly "Evo in the news" section
includes articles written by leading scientists,
citations to primary literature on each topic,
related news articles, discussion questions,
links to complimentary Web sites, and a list
of references for the topic.
"Resource library" includes interactive.
Web-based modules, tutorials, case studies,
more topical explorations, and research pro(continues on page 295)
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represented in the arcliive. Baca gathered a
Historieal Publications and Records Commisvariety of materials, from meeting minutes
sion (NHPRC) will now begin a two-year efand fundraising brochures to court case files
fort to digitize the 40,000-plus items—includand Chicano artworks, tracing the grassroots
ing correspondence, photographs, posters,
slides, and audio interviews—contained in
activities and events that defined the Chicano
the archive. In the 1960s, Herman Baca bemovement.
came a prolific Chicano activist, political organizer, printer, and founder, as well as chairThe archives of the Cleveland Play House
man, of the Committee on Chicano Rights
(CPH) have been acquired by Kelvin Smith li(CCR). Baca, who brought the emerging Chibrary at Case ^Kfestem Reserve University. The
cano movement into local electoral politics
collection, consisting of more than 1,000 boxes of
through his work with the Mexican-Amerimaterials, includes letters, manuscripts, research
can Political Association (MAPA), is known
documents, notes, legal and financial records,
for his community-based
printed lnaterials, photograssroots organizing in
graphs, video and audio
support of civu rights
tapes, CDs and DVDs, postand political and judicial
ers and flyers, and artifacts,
equality. In the 1970s, notdating from the formation
ing the lack of Chicanos
of CPH to present day.
represented by either the
Founded in 1915, CPH is
Republican or Democratic
America's first professional
parties. Baca organized the
regional theater. Some key
San Diego County chapter
items in the archive donatof La Raza Unida Party, a
ed from CPH include: thounational third-party effort
sands of letters to artistic
to increase the number
directors—many from playof registered voters and
wrights, including Tennespolitical candidates in the
see Williams and George
Chicano community. Over
Bernard Shaw—and scripts
the years. Baca worked 1954-1955 season Cleveland Play House with director notations;
closely w^ith other lead- production of Best Food Forward. Ac-original programs, artwork
ing figures of the Chicano tors shown: Dom DeLuise (standing), posters, stage drawings,
m o v e m e n t — i n c l u d i n g Sam Lloyd, Eve Roberts. Photograph by and costume sketches; the
César Chavez, Rodolfo Hastings-Willinger & Associates
complete records of the
"Corky" Gonzales, Humberto Noé "Bert" Coorganization, including board minutes, subrona, Francisco "Küd" Martinez, and José Anscriber ledgers, charitable gifts, and notes and
gel Gutiérrez—^to address immigration, civil
correspondence detailing productions; photoand politieal rights, educational opportunigraphs (including some negatives) of actors
ties, and other issues affecting Chicano comand artists, such as Helen Hayes, Joel Grey,
munities. Over the nearly 40-year time span
Margaret Hamilton, and Paul Newman. ^ 2

("Internet Reviews, " cont. from page 291)
files of scientists. The "Highlights" section follows the steps of leading scientists in the field
and documents their research, from explanations of mass extinctions to the evolution of
plants in the Amazonian basin to the evolution of the eye. A glossary of more than 200
May2012

terms relevant to evolution studies includes
numerous illustrations and photographs.
Highly recommended for university life
sciences students and faculty and especially
for anyone engaged in science education.—
John Creech, Central Washington University,
John.Creech@cwu.edu ^*
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